Contratto was founded in 1867 by Giuseppe Contratto and
the winery is known as the oldest producer of "Metodo
Classico" (Classic or Champagne Method) sparkling wine in
Italy.
The winery has a long, distinguished history. At the turn of the
20th century, its wines were leaving the village of Canelli for
destinations all over the world (predominantly to royal houses),
and Contratto was the personal supplier to the Vatican as well
as to the Italian Royal Family. Awards and medals from
international exhibitions and contests of the time emphasize
why the name of Contratto has long been synonymous with
prestige and quality in the world of sparkling wine.
The historical Estate has breathtaking cellars carved into the
tuff limestone hillside that protects the small town of Canelli.
These cathedral cellars are among the finest of their kind,
excavated at a depth of 32 meters. The cellars maintain a
constant annual temperature of 13°C and sufficient natural
humidity. This ideal environment for bottle fermentation and
maturation helps Contratto to craft wines of purity and
complexity.
Now with the Estate in the hands of iconic winemaker Giorgio
Rivetti of La Spinetta, the Estate has reached new echelons.
This is seriously some of the best sparkling wine found in Italy
distinguished by the distinctive Art Deco designs on the bottle.
These wines are very impressive. – The Wine Advocate
All wines are hand riddled for 4 weeks.
Bottlings are offered in 750ml, 1500ml, 3000ml and 9000ml

CONTRATTO 2013 PAS DOSÉ “MILLESIMATO” METODO CLASSICO

85% Pinot Noir & 15% Chardonnay from 30-35 year old vines.
The grapes are handpicked, selected and cooled down before pressing and
fermented dry in temperature-controlled tanks. The lots mature in tank for
several months and are then blended and bottled for secondary
fermentation. 1st and 2nd fermentations are with indigenous natural yeast.
Aged a minimum of 60 months on lees and rested in bottle prior to release.
No Dosage / Pas Dosé
93 Points, The Wine Advocate: “The 2013 Metodo Classico Millesimato Pas
Dosé has the bright intensity and definition of the highest caliber sparkling
wine. This blend of 85% Pinot Noir and 15% Chardonnay is creamy and rich in
the mouth with fine, soft beading. You'll pick up notes of lemon mousse and
honeydew melon. It would go beautifully with delicate seafood dishes.”
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